
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of payments product manager. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for payments product manager

Accountable for the development and execution of the Electronic Payments
group’s payment strategy in financial institution markets to allow for the
delivery of a profound payment experience in our clients’ payment solutions
Engage closely with cross-functional stakeholders to define a roadmap for
Digital FX Payments and International Remittance for all chase customer
segments that meets business and consumer needs, while meeting critical
deadlines and budget constraints
Partner with internal and external teams to identify, prioritize, develop, and
launch a world class payment experience to support customer acquisition and
retention
Establish methods for quantifying success of payment products and report
out to senior leadership teams
Develop a deep understanding of existing and potential customers of Ellation
and new content channels
Influence strategic planning & architecture development delivering a platform
development for future use cases
Deliver a complete Digital Wallet proposition tailored to key customer &
product segments and needs
Influence key internal (Product, Digital, Technology & Labs) & external
support partners (including vendors, schemes & devices manufactures) to
ensure change is delivered within the guidelines of prescribed framework
Manage product performance to deliver customer adoption & revenue

Example of Payments Product Manager Job
Description
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Defining and delivering on CyberSource Payment processing strategy for
Europe and Middle East

Qualifications for payments product manager

Strong proficiency with collaboration and agile tools (Rally, JIRA, Confluence)
Excellent written, verbal and social skills - You will be interacting with all types
of people (user experience designers, engineers, managers, clients)
Experience with very high availability systems
Bachelor's Business or Engineering degree required - Master’s degree is
preferred
The ideal candidate will have experience with mobile payment in its diverse
experiences
Strong ability to analyze technical specifications and explain complex
technical concepts in simple language


